OASPHE Executive Meeting Minutes
September 28 2011
Conference Call
Participants: Lara Paterson, OCT , Sue McMahon OCT, LDCSB, George Kourtis, OCT,TDSB, Sharon
Seslija, OCT, GECSB; Chris Markham, Ophea; Lorna Tremonti, OCT, up north; Heather Matthews,
OCT, NDSB; Carolyn Temertzoglou, OCT; Joanne Walsh, OCT, HDSB; Julie Anderson, OCT, York
Region; Jen Powles, OCT; Kathy Dohertey-Masters, OCT; Waterloo; Lindsay LaMorre, OCT, York
University
Agenda Item
Action Items:

Discussion
New Exec Members
Action items and Update to Agenda
June 11, 2009 minutes were reviewed and adopted.
There are no updates to the agenda

Review of
Minutes

Administrative
Items
OSSTF Grant:
Yes, there is another one this year – Due Dec 4, 2011

Action
New
executive
members
have been
added to
the contact
list and it
will be
posted on
the website
Nancy
Schad –
will you
take the
lead on
this?

Fall Start up
Items

Letters of Support:
Letters to school boards should go out soon to all school boards to say
thank you or to say “you need to have someone” as part of the
membership.

Action Plan

Put off until the next meeting.

Fall
Conference
Plan

Morning Session:
9 am – Update from Healthy Kids Canada on new Report Card – 15
min.
9:30 – Panel Discussion – people reacting to the content provided in
RC
11 – Call to Action – Tools provided
- Chris suggested that there will be an opportunity at the end of the
panel for Oasphe to share how they can help

George and
Sue will
connect
with Ann
to arrange
to send out.
Should
probably
happen
prior to the
conference
/meeting

Oasphe
needs to
register on
our own –
not as a
group.

Oasphe to eat lunch with the group before breaking out onto our own
for the afternoon.
OPHEA – pm
- Looking at Mental Health Strategy – moderated by Bruce
Ferguson
How does Oasphe want to register?

Shaping the afternoon portion of the day.
- George referred back to the June minutes on ideas that we had
for the afternoon
- Carolyn offered the idea of doing a follow up to the Call of
Action for Educators. There will likely be a emphasis on After
School and we will need to bring our group back to look at the
importance to quality phys. Ed.
- Julie suggested that we maybe should be at the mental health
section as it is part of our curricular area – Chris didn’t think
there would be much knew as it so close to post election – it may
not be worthwhile for Oapshe to attend
- Joanne suggested focusing on detail on what can people actually

Oasphe
should
send out a
message to
listserve to
communic
ate this to
members
as well as
what the
afternoon
looks and
that lunch
is included.

take back to their Board
- Perhaps create a framework for Best Practices that would help
people think about this – perhaps be split up into Movement
Competence, Healthy Living and Active Living and Living
Skills and Learning Skills and A&E
- Joanne suggests “open space” conference – stations – people are
given the heads up about topics prior to the conference – could
be a good idea to engage teachers for local boards
What the afternoon may look like:
- Best Practices – see above for topics + adding a secondary
components to the list (Destination, HAL and Focus)
- Coming Back
- Collective Call to Action with specific goals in mind for each
person’s role
- There are a few other things we need to look at for the Call to
Action:
- It is going to be Post Election – what will be our Key Asks for
this new government?
- 1. Getting the Elementary Curriculum
- 2. Getting the Secondary Curriculum
- 3. Consultants at all School Boards
- 4. Specialist HPE teachers
- 5. Mandatory HPE for Secondary

In true Open Space there is usually a moderator and a timer. Should
we call it Open Space Concept and have people be able to attend 3 of
6 sessions.

George to
ask Ted.

Of people on the line who would be willing to moderate something:
- Julie offered to share something very small on Mental Health in
the Healthy Living Section.
- Sue has offered to speak and facilitate the Movement
Competence Elementary.
- Lara and someone from Niagara re: pilot that is going on–
Active Living\
- George – Focus
- Ted – Destination Course
Draft Timetable:
1pm Setting the tone of meeting - intro
1:10 – 3 rotations of 20 mins.
2:20 – Activity break
2:30 – Call to Action 2:50 - Reports
Flyer – to include “Open Dialogue in 6 Key Areas”, Call to Action
No cost on flyer.
Memberships will be collected on the day.

Joanne to
send me
email with
Ophea’s
morning
info.
Lara to
make the
flyer and
send out.

AQ Course

4 different ones.
We need to take the time to provide an Oasphe response. Deb Lawlor
has provided a personal response and shared with us.
It appears they are very general and do not contain the information we
need to have our teachers learning.
Due Oct 25th: Joanne is willing to take the lead on it.
Julie, George, Carol, and Lara volunteered.

Secondary
Curriculum –
Ophea
collecting
teacher
feedback re:
resources

From Chris: Ophea has put out a call out to Regional Leaders to lead
this.
Public Health Agency of Canada funded this to get information from
Education, PH and Recreation – it is broader than just community.
Community leaders are collecting data – qualitative vs. quantitative. It
is being done differently depending what the area wants.
The goal is to find out what the youth are wanting to be engaged in the
area of Physical Activity.
Data is being collected for the next 6 weeks and will come together in
Nov and share those results.
From George: What has been the reaction provincially from teachers
as they seem to be frustrated with all the tapping of info when there is
no set date for the curriculum release.

Lara commented that in our area there is no problem.

OASPHE
member
attending /
reporting for
meetings.

Chris said that it would be very important for Oasphe to provide
feedback from an Association and would be looked at highly.
Ophea representation: Chris Markham
CAC: Joanne Walsh, Carolyn Temertzoglou, George Kourtis,
Lindsay LaMorre, Lorna Tremonti.
OTF/EDU Fall Meetings: Lara Paterson & Carolyn Temertzoglou
Safety: Sue McMahon, Lara Paterson
Propel: Chris to report to the Executive

Updates

Healthy Schools: Sue McMahon and shared by exec. based on
availability.
Healthy Schools Update:
There will be funding to support Secondary Curriculum and it’s
connection to PPM150 – 1 teacher per school. When and how much
has not been said.

